DISSENTING STATEMENT OF
COMMISSIONER ROBERT M. McDOWELL
RE:
Formal Complaint of Free Press and Public Knowledge Against Comcast Corporation
for Secretly Degrading Peer-to-Peer Applications; Broadband Industry Practices, Petition of Free Press
et al. for Declaratory Ruling that Degrading an Internet Application Violates the FCC’s Internet Policy
Statement and Does Not Meet an Exception for “Reasonable Network Management,” File No. EB-08-IH1518, WC Docket No. 07-52
First, I’d like to thank the public interest groups who brought this matter to our attention for doing
so. I’d also like to thank the Chairman for having us all focus on this case. Shining a spotlight on these
issues has helped raise awareness and spark a debate which has been constructive, at times.
All of us can agree on a few things. The Internet should remain open and free. Our policies, and
the policies of all governments everywhere, should promote such freedom. We can also agree that
network operators could do a better job of educating consumers regarding the limitations of their
networks and how those networks need to be managed to keep the Internet functioning. We have seen a
lot of improvement in that area in the past couple of months due, in part, to this proceeding.
I also hope we can agree that applications providers could do a better job of designing software
that works more efficiently on networks that were designed and built sometimes decades ago. The
providers of certain peer-to-peer (P2P) applications, for example, could do a better job of making
consumers aware that their applications require consumers’ computers to work 24 by 7 in ways that can
tie up their computing power and reduce broadband speeds for themselves and their neighbors.
I think we can also agree — and in this I concur in Commissioner Tate’s statement — that it is
tremendously important for network operators to be authorized to guard against unlawful Internet content
such as child pornography, for the Commission to act as a mediator rather than a regulator when
appropriate, and for network operators to adequately disclose their terms of service.
In that spirit, I am concerned that we are witnessing a deepening division between some in the
application industry and some network operators. Both sectors are indispensable to our burgeoning
Internet economy. History teaches us that we are all better off if we reject the rhetoric of the extremes on
both sides and resolve technological disputes through collaboration and negotiation. Looking back
through the long lens of time, it is obvious that the Internet is the greatest free-market success story of all
time precisely because conflicts were resolved in this manner. Continued escalation of rhetoric serves no
one well, least of all American consumers.
With those introductory remarks, it is time to move on to decide the matter at hand. Independent
administrative agencies are interesting creatures. We are not part of the executive, legislative or judicial
branches of government, yet we have quasi-executive, -legislative and -judicial powers. It is primarily
our quasi-judicial powers we are exercising today. Accordingly, we are compelled by statute to examine
the procedural issues before us as well as to weigh the facts against the current state of the law.
Commissioner Tate and I received the current version of the order at 7 p.m. last night, with about half of
its content added or modified. As a result, even after my office reviewed this new draft into the wee
hours of the morning, I can only render a partial analysis.
As a procedural matter, what we have before us today is an order regarding a pleading that was
filed as a “formal complaint.” Our rules mandate that formal complaints apply only to common carriers.1
As the Supreme Court held in the Brand X case,2 and as the Commission has held on numerous occasions
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National Cable & Telecoms. Ass’n v. Brand X Internet Services, 545 U.S. 967 (2005) (Brand X).

since, cable modem service is not common carriage but, rather, an information service under Title I of the
Act.3
If the complaint survives this first step, we should next look to see if we have jurisdiction to
enforce our rules. I agree that we do have jurisdiction, in general, over these areas.4 However, we do not
have any rules governing Internet network management to enforce. Since the Supreme Court’s decision
in Brand X, we have been busy taking broadband services out of the common carriage realm of Title II
and classifying them as largely unregulated Title I information services.5 It does not take a law degree to
understand that once we did that, the rules of Title II would no longer apply to broadband services.
Furthermore, the Commission did not intend for the Internet Policy Statement to serve as
enforceable rules but, rather, as a statement of general policy guidelines.6 Based on their remarks at the
time, at least two of my colleagues in the majority agreed.7 Indeed, in the Wireline Broadband Order,
released the same day, the Commission clearly contemplated initiating a rulemaking in response to
allegations of misconduct, emphasizing its “authority to promulgate regulations”8 – regulations not
written at that time, or today. Such intentions were, I thought, reinforced in 2007 when I voted to adopt
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the Broadband Industry Practices Notice, the first step in a rulemaking proceeding designed to determine
whether rules governing network management practices were necessary.9 As I stated at that time, we
were taking “a sensible, thoughtful and reasonable step that should give the Commission a factual record
upon which to make a reasoned determination whether additional action is justified or not, pursuant to the
Commission’s ancillary jurisdiction to regulate interstate and foreign communications.”10 The additional
action I contemplated was the logical move from an NOI to an NPRM — not an unprecedented, and
likely unsustainable, jump to rulemaking by adjudication. Like it or not, no notice of proposed
rulemaking, with a chance for public comment, was ever issued. Nothing regulating Internet network
governance has been codified in the Code of Federal Regulations. In short, we have no rules to enforce.
This matter would have had a better chance on appeal if we had put the horse before the cart and
conducted a rulemaking, issued rules and then enforced them.
The majority’s view of its ability to adjudicate this matter solely pursuant to ancillary authority is
legally deficient as well. Under the analysis set forth in the order, the Commission apparently can do
anything so long as it frames its actions in terms of promoting the Internet or broadband deployment. The
fact that the D.C. Circuit has affirmed the Commission’s exercise of ancillary authority in very different
adjudicatory proceedings and in the absence of regulations is, in my view, unpersuasive.11 The
Commission in those cases was acting pursuant to a provision of the statute that provides the Commission
express grant of authority12 or a statutory provision that imposed an “explicit” obligation on a class of
entities that legislative history indicated was intended to be covered by the statute.13 In this case, none of
the sections of the Act identified in the order impose explicit and relevant obligations on Comcast, or any
other broadband network operator. The Commission likewise overreaches in attempting to justify this
order by extension of sections 1, 201, 256, 257 or 604. The majority presents no convincing argument
that its regulation of a broadband network operator’s management practices is “reasonably ancillary to the
effective performance of the Commission’s various responsibilities” under those sections of the Act.14
Thus, in the absence of rules, neither the general policy goals set forth in sections 230 and 706 of the Act
nor the attempt to extend our authority in sections 1, 201, 256, 257 or 604 provide enough of a legal basis
for us to act. If Congress had wanted us to regulate Internet network management, it would have said so
explicitly in the statute, thus obviating any perceived need to introduce legislation as has occurred during
this Congress. In other words, if the FCC already possessed the authority to do this, why have bills been
introduced giving us the authority we ostensibly already had?
For the same reasons, the majority’s arguments that the Adelphia/Time Warner/Comcast Order
somehow constituted notice of the Commission’s intent to adjudicate the Policy Statement,15 and that
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Comcast’s consummation of the merger approved in the Adelphia/Time Warner/Comcast Order
constituted a waiver of its right to challenge such an adjudication,16 fail. The Commission can not
possibly be seen to have given notice to Comcast (or any other party) of a preference to adjudicate the
Policy Statement because the Commission lacks the authority to adjudicate the matter in the absence of
rules.
Further, although it relies heavily on the Supreme Court’s description of an agency’s adjudicatory
authority in Chenery II, the majority ignores that same court’s admonition to avoid adjudications that may
have a “retroactive effect.”17
Additionally, today’s order relies on the Madison River consent decree of 2005 to justify today’s
actions.18 The Madison River case differs in significant ways from what we have before us. For starters,
none of the parties involved settled their differences “out of court” as Comcast and BitTorrent have done
here. No arguments regarding network congestion and management were at play, as they are here. And
most importantly, the Commission clearly relied on its Title II jurisdiction over Madison River, a rural
local exchange carrier, rather than whatever ancillary jurisdiction it might have had under Title I.19
Perhaps most puzzling of all is the Commission’s use of a “strict scrutiny” type standard to strike
down the actions of a private party engaged in management of its network. The majority is too clever to
call its standard of review “strict scrutiny,” and with good reason. It is unprecedented, and inappropriate,
for the Commission to judge the actions of a private actor by a standard that has generally been reserved
for determining whether the government has trampled on the fundamental constitutional rights of
individuals. The Commission certainly has never used it to restrain private parties in their interactions
with other private parties. Using a strict scrutiny standard in this context, especially one wearing a
transparent disguise, is sure to doom this order on appeal.
Even if the complaint was not procedurally deficient and we had rules to enforce, the next step
would be to look at the strength of the evidence. The truth is, the FCC does not know what Comcast did
or did not do. The evidence in the record is thin and conflicting. All we have to rely on are the
apparently unsigned declarations of three individuals representing the complainant’s view, some press
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reports, and the conflicting declaration of a Comcast employee.20 The rest of the record consists purely of
differing opinions and conjecture. As the majority embarks on a regulatory journey into the realm of the
unknowable, the evidentiary basis of its starting point is tremendously weak, to the point of being almost
non-existent. In a proceeding of this magnitude, I do not understand why, in the absence of strong
evidence, the Commission did not conduct its own factual investigation under its enforcement powers.
The Commission regularly takes such steps in other contexts that, while important, do not have the
sweeping effect of today’s decision.21
Additionally, the majority does not address the issue of motive. The allegations before us boil
down to a suspicion that Comcast was motivated not by a need to manage its network, but by a desire to
discriminate against BitTorrent and similar technologies for anticompetitive reasons. If Comcast intended
to harm its competitors, would it not have targeted other online video providers? Americans download
more than eleven billion Internet videos per month, yet the record contains no evidence that Comcast is
interfering with sites like YouTube which do not use pipe-clogging P2P software. The record also does
not speak to the fact that other prominent video sites, such as Joost, use more efficient P2P software that
does not cause the same congestion problems as BitTorrent. As a result of their use of software that
works better on existing networks, virtually no network management is needed. The majority’s silence on
this key exculpatory point is deafening.
Finally, even if this case were not procedurally and legally deficient in so many regards, we must
address whether the policies the majority is adopting today are in the public interest. And the answer is
no. Ironically, today’s action by the FCC may actually result in slower online speeds for 95 percent of
America’s Internet consumers. That is because, up until this point, engineers made engineering decisions,
not unelected bureaucrats. Although I have a tremendous amount of respect for each of my colleagues,
none of us has an engineering degree.
As a result, the practical effect of today’s order requires all network operators – cable, telcos and
wireless providers – to treat all Internet traffic equally. That sounds good if you say it fast. But the
reality is that the Internet can function only if engineers are allowed to discriminate among different types
of traffic. Now, the word “discriminate” carries with it extremely negative connotations, but to network
engineers it means “network management.” Discriminatory conduct, in the network management context,
does not necessarily mean anticompetitive conduct. And this is where a lot of the misunderstandings
come into play. As human beings, we do not tolerate delay or interference when it comes to certain kinds
of applications. For instance, we expect our online movies to be clear and not distorted by competing
data coming over the same Internet connection. For us to enjoy online video without interruption or
distortion, video bits have to be given priority over, say, email bits. But now that all traffic must be
treated equally, that is going to change. The new regime is tantamount to a congested downtown area
without stoplights. Gridlock is likely to result.
The majority is creating regulatory uncertainty for engineers. Under the new regulatory rubric of
the undefined term “reasonable network management,” engineers do not know if they are allowed to
manage your Internet experience so you can watch online video without distortion, pops, and hisses.
Similarly, they now do not know what the government will allow them to do, or not do, to manage the
20
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growing flood of peer-to-peer applications. Here’s the problem: If you use cable modem or wireless
broadband services, you may not know it, but you share bandwidth with your neighbor. That’s just the
nature of these networks, many of which were built long before P2P became popular. If your neighbor
uses more bandwidth, that leaves less for you to use. This is especially true when your neighbor uses
peer-to-peer applications. Many P2P applications consume as much bandwidth as they can find. In fact,
only five percent of all Internet consumers are using 90 percent of the bandwidth due to P2P. Some
estimate that seventy-five percent of the world’s Internet traffic is P2P. As a result of increased P2P
usage, many consumers’ “last mile” Internet connections are getting clogged. These electronic traffic
jams slow down the Internet for the vast majority of consumers who do not use P2P software to watch
videos on YouTube or surf the Web. In short, this flood of data has created a tyranny by a minority. By
depriving engineers of the freedom to manage these surges of information flow by having to treat all
traffic equally as the result of today’s order, the Information Superhighway could quickly become the
Information Parking Lot. The regulatory law of unintended consequences is sure to prevail.
While we at the FCC are trying to spur more competitive build-out of vital last-mile facilities,
especially fiber and wireless platforms, this congestion problem will not be resolved merely by building
fatter and faster pipes. In fact, according to Japan’s government, P2P congestion is creating similar
network management problems there even though that country advertises broadband speeds far in excess
of ours.
The Internet has faced several congestion “crises” like the current one over the years. Each time,
groups comprised of engineers, academics, software developers, Internet infrastructure builders and
others have worked together to fix the problems of the day. Over time, some of these groups have
become more formalized such as the Internet Society, the Internet Engineering Task Force and the
Internet Architecture Board. These groups have remained largely self-governing, self-funded and nonprofit – with volunteers acting in their own capacities and not on behalf of their employers. No
government owns or regulates these groups; rather, governments can act as observers and collaborative
partners. The Internet has been governed in a bottom-up “wiki” manner rather than a top-down
government-knows-best style. The Internet has flourished as a result.
For quite some time now, these and other groups have been working on the P2P congestion
problem, and they have been producing positive results. Since the Internet’s inception, similar work has
progressed without a government mandate or regulatory framework. Now that era had ended.
For the first time, today our government is choosing regulation over collaboration when it comes
to Internet governance. The majority has thrust politicians and bureaucrats into engineering decisions. It
will be interesting to see how the FCC will handle its newly created power because, as an institution, we
are incapable of deciding any issue in the nanoseconds of Internet time. Furthermore, asking our
government to make these decisions will mean that every two to four years the ground rules could change
depending on election results. Internet engineers will find it difficult, if not impossible, to operate in a
climate like that. Today’s action is raising many questions across the globe. Is the next step for the FCC
to mandate that network owners must ask the government for permission before serving their customers
by managing surges of information flow? As a result of today’s actions, Internet lawyers around the
country are likely advising their clients to do just that. Will the FCC be able to handle that case load?
Will other countries like China follow suit and be able to regulate American companies’ network
management practices, with effects that could be felt here? How do we know where to draw the line
given that the Internet is an interconnected global network of networks? Given the Internet’s
interconnectivity, are we now starting a global race to the lowest common denominator of maximum
government regulation all in the name, ironically, of Internet freedom? Keep in mind that societies that
regulate the Internet less tend to be more democratic, while regimes that regulate it more tend to be less
democratic.

I am being asked these and many other questions, and I don’t have answers to them. No one
does. But two things are for sure, this debate will continue, and the FCC has generated more questions
than it has answered.
A better model for the majority to have adopted today would have been to allow the longstanding and time-tested collaborative Internet governance groups to continue to produce the fine work
they have successfully put forth for years. If they find themselves unable to agree (which has never
happened – not even in this case before us), then the government should examine the situation and act
accordingly. Perhaps the FCC could have created a new role for itself by spotlighting complaints of
potentially nefarious network practices and conveying them to the IETF for collaborative review and
action. Sometimes merely shining sunlight on controversies can produce amazingly beneficial effects.
In that vein, some have argued that without the complaint, the Comcast/BitTorrent matter would
never have been settled last March. They may be correct. In the law, we call this a litigation strategy.
Courts encourage litigants to settle their disputes before trial. Once settled, courts dismiss cases as part of
a policy to encourage future settlements. Here the majority is doing the opposite. Even though Comcast
and BitTorrent settled and pled for no further “government intervention,” the majority has gone forward
with this adjudication. The net effect punishes those that settle and discourages future settlements.
So today, for the first time in Internet history, we say “goodbye” to the era of collaboration that
served the Internet community and consumers so well for so long; and we say “hello” to unneeded
regulation and all of its unintended consequences. Accordingly, I respectfully dissent.

